[Clinical experience with fetoscopy (author's transl)].
A fetoscope with a trocar of an external diameter of 3.9 and internal diameter of 2.9 mm was used. The optical equipment of the fetoscope had lenses with external diameters of 2.2 and 2.7 mm. The fetoscope can be inserted into the uterine cavity through the abdominal wall with local anaesthesia and insertion controlled by ultrasound. This type of insertion is uncomplicated and relatively free of risks. Thus an essential prerequisite for a successful fetoscopy is fulfilled. For the success of the fetoscopy, it is important to know what the diagnostic value of the procedure is and what can be seen through the fetoscope. The direct intrauterine visualization of the fetus or parts of the fetus is with the fetoscope under evaluation possible and was successful in 23 of 26 fetuses. The field of visualization is limited to 50 degrees by the optical system and only small parts of the fetus can be seen at a time. The extent of visualization of the fetus depends besides the optical system, on the quality of the amniotic fluid and the optimal timing of the fetoscopy in the second trimester between 15 and 18 weeks. Success is also dependant on the endoscopic experience and the technical training of the observer. After 13 of 26 fetoscopies the improvement was approximately 70%. Inspection of some parts of the fetus, for intance, the face is successful in every detail but still more or less fortuitous. Fetoscopy can only be deemed to be successful when a more or less total visualization of the fetus has heen accomplished. This was the case in 39% of the cases. Fetoscopy was used for diagnostic purpose in one case with the term delivery of a healthy infant. Fetal blood sampling by puncture of placental vessels under visualization is in its infancy. Fetoscopy is a justified procedure at this time in cases with a high genetic risk and for the avoidance of an abruptio.